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This final report presents the -exults  of Odetics
efforts performed under NASA GSFC Contract
No. NAS5-26571 entitled "Tape/Head Interface
Study". This investigation of high energy (H c % 650
oersteds) tapes and high track density (84 tracks per
inch) heads had, as its goal, the definition of
optimum combinations of head and tape, including the
control required of their interfacial dynamics that
would enable the manufacture of high rate (150 Mbps)
digital tape recorders for unattended space flight.
At the time of contract award, Odetics was nearing
completion of a 50 Mbps digital tape recorder (SPOT)
for the French Space Agency (ONES) and saw the efforts
contracted for under this study as a logical extension
of the state-of-the-art established during the SPOT
development.
The SPOT development established 42 tracks per inch
on low energy instrumentation ta0e with error
correction coding as a reliable concept for long
life unattended space flight may,etic tape recorders.
The challenge became one of extending these concepts
to twice the track density at increased bit packing
density on yet to be space proven high energy video
tapes.
Odetics used its quarter SPOT feasibility model tape
transport, Spin Physics 21 track per 1/4 inch heads,
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T1.0	 Time and funding constraints did not allow the desired
(Contd)
	
goal of tape/head optimization to be realized; however,
^i
from the results obtained, it can be concluded that
acceptable 84 track per inch longitudinal tipped
recording heads can be manufactured; but commerically
available video tapes require advancements in tape
handling techniques and the addition of error
correction coding to meet the performance requirements























After a review of manufacturers'specifications and
discussions with tape manufacturers, GSFC, and
I.ITRI, Odetics selected and placed orders with IITRI






Although we would have liked to evaluate Fuji tapes,
° we were informed that they would not be available in
-,. 1/4 inch widths or in 9200 foot lengths. 	 Also, it was
later determined that Ampex 196 would not be made
available in 1/4 inch widths; so, It was eliminated
r from the study.;, F
l In addition to the three high energy tapes, Ampex 799
M,
tape (available in our inventory) was used to provide
' baseline comparison data and resolve tape trackingp	 g
t ° anomolies.	 Comparison of the key magnetic
characteristics is provided in Table 1.
e1W At various times durin g, the evaluation, Ampex 721
and 3M5198 were tested.
	 The results were inconclusive
! as to which tape would best fulfill the needs of high
density recording due primarily to the difficulties
incountered in acheiving acceptable tracking in both
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2.0	 Odetics tape transports and associated tape guidance
(Contd)
	 techniques were designed and optimized for 3M900
and Ampex 797/799 tapes with their gamma ferric oxide
particle and associated binder system. Testing of
the baseline system, with a production lot of
{ Ampex 799, produced excellent tracking and recorda_:ig
results which were not duplicated with the high energy
1.
tapes.
Only after a significant amount of time was used to
} investigate the tracking problems with the high
energy tapes, and modifications not recommended for
;g long life satellite recorders implemented, could
tracking performance acceptable for evaluating the
high density heads be obtained.
	 These nonpresoribed
modifications consisted of edge guiding the tape
with the reel flz .ges and text-4, rizing the capstans
to increase the coefficient of friction beyond that
previously used on Odetics recorders.
Whether or not production lots, rather than the
custom lots used in this study, would yield acceptable 	 !,
tracking results should be determined before




After detailed engineering design, the head
specifications of Appendix A were developed for
procurement of record and reproduce heads from
Span Physics, Inc. of San Diego, California. The
heads are designed for 35 Kbpi recording/reproduction
and have as their essential characteristics the
followings
a. 21 tracks per 1/4 inch, comprised of are
interlaced set of heads with eleven and ten
tracks respectively
b. 0.008 inch effective record track width with
0.0035 inch guard band
C. 0.006 inch effective reproduce track width
with 0.0055 inch guard band
d. Ferrite cores with solid alfesil tips
e. 3 degree wrap angle
Heads developed and manufactured by Spin Physics to
these specifications were successfully acceptance
tested with Ampex 799 tape and further evaluated with






I3.0	 Although no technical problems were reported by
(Contd)	 Spin physics during the development or manufacture
of the 21 track heads, nontechnical problems which
threatened delivery of the heads prompted Odetics
to undertake	 an	 84 track/inch head development
with its own head division, Omutec, using
discretionary funds. 	 It wt^s hoped that the
outcomq of the parallel development effort would
be available to provide comparative test results by
the end of this present study contract; however,
this was not accomplished.
The results Qbtained from this study were sufficient
to ascertain that the technology does ex-,st to build
84 track/inch tipped heads for longitudinal recording











The tape and head evaluation philosophy that Odetics
adopted was to establish ;performance on a baseline
system and then reassess performance by changing the
^- tape and/or head type.	 By minimizing the unknowns,,
less ambiguity would be introduced into the results.
i'
u
The primary technique that Odetics uses to
quantitatively assess the head/tape interface is
transition density analysis. 	 This is a method that
quantifies the "eye patt-,t-rn"" by use of a company
developed transition density analyzer (TDh).	 The TDA
accepts any serial input and measure.- the time
y between transitions to a granularity of 20 nanoseconds.
The number of total bits sampled is typically 10 6 or
10 7 bits.	 The output of the TDA is a printout of the
number of transitions that occurred within each 20




windows or segments are sequentially numoered and the
resulting plot represents a normal distribution about
the data content bit cells.
	 The absence of any
transitions between bit cells is a measure of the
recorders ability to accurately decode the recorded
signal.	 Actual printouts are included and used to




The system used to perform the evaluation testing
consisted of a 1/4 inch tape transport mechanized
to convert NRZ L input data into nine channels of
randomized NRZ plus error correction coding for






4.1	 are then decoded removing the error correction
(Contd)	 coding and reconverted to a single NRZ L output.
To assess the raw (uncorrected) error rate of the
system, the activity of the error correction
circuitry is monitored. The baseline system uses
0.018 inch effective track width record ari4h
0.016 inch reproduce heads with 0.005 and 0.007 inch
guard bands respectively. It is optimized for
3M455 tape at 72 ips. The system is referred to as
the quarter SPOT feasibility test model; SPOT being
a 36 data track on one inch tape system.
4.2	 Baseline Testing
After establishing acc^*ptable performance of the
baseline system over a speed range of 50 to 80 ips
(packing densities of 35 to 22 Kb/in), tests were
conducted using the wide track SPOT heads and the
first high energy tape, Ampex 721.
Figure 1 shows that the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
of the baseline system with SPOT heads and Ampex 721
tape is greater than 50 db. These results were
typical of all future testing with 3M tape and
Spin Physics heads.
Figures 2 and 3 are transition density Pnalyzer (TDA)
printouts of all nine data tracks at densities of
25 Kb/in and 31 Kb/in respectively with a sample size
of 106 transitions. The plots clearly show that the
decision making zones are void of any transitions




















FIGURE 1 - BASELINE SYSTEM NOISE SPECTRUM
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50 • 60
51 6 946 51 • 56e
52 1 3,164 52 • 21733
53 6 9,180 53 • 71974
54 a !61639 54 0 161650
as 6 2e1569 55 0 271298
56 1 390609 56 a 371246
57 9 431819 57 v 42«961
s0 D 36,359 50 • 431170
59 • 26,532 59 a 35#989
60 9 15,269 .60 6 2408!0
61 0 60613 61 • 121330
62 • 2046 62. 6 sills
63 0 560 63 9 1159664 • 127 64 • 4354
65 6 14 65 a 51K • 1 • 9
67 • • 67 • 1
69 • 6 60 • 0
69 f • 69 • •76 0 9 70 0 1
71 • 0 71 a •
72 0 • 72 a a
73 a 9 73 • 9
74 • 9 74 • 0
7s 6 • 75 6 6
76 0 0 76 • 0
77 a 1 77 • 0
76 6 9 78 • 6
79 9 71 79 A 48
as a 359 .80 6 338
•1 • 1,332 at 6 11216
12 • 31979 92 1 31244
03 6 91987 43 • 61566
$4 • 161338 64 • 111241
85 0 23,637 '05 • 151933
16 0 20,114 06 • 191336
07 • 261749 a7 a 1.1234
as • 21,127 0• It 141331
19 • 121908 at • 01297
to • 61824 t9 0 31016
91 • 2,848 91 1 11405
92 • t68 92 6 561
03 4 237 93 Y 120









































56	 9 35116$57	 0 360602
58	 0 33«411
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 1d1_L/^ ^ ^ TEST 101
DATEI .......... _. DATE I ...............
TINE1 ............... TIME, ....» .... .
TEST£RI























31	 0 65153532	 4 641812
33	 0 541829
34	 • 37071335	 0 191.41
36	 0 71781
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DATES.»».....	 'DATES ...»..... ._.
71 1191 «.«_..». TWO ^.._	 ..».
TESTittsWOTE;1 1
.
7jit^.._... 1ESTERI	 ......1401 C--
—1704,= -r -...-. ----z,.^ J.w._w._...
PRIMA MODES RSRS
---------- - ---- --------
FAINT;5R CURSORS
SINGLE ►LAYS SIWA9 DISPLAY;^F
WUI.Ttl`LE_ Ptf!^;.JkY1 MULTIPLE DISPLAYI
SAMPLE j (2E 1 10` 66 SIMPLE SIZE$ 100+6








SEGMNT SINGLE lK t►LE SEGMNT SINGLE r/TKE






21 • 22 21 6 67
22 • it? 22 • 535




25 0 71443 23 0 19,400
26 • 171690 261 • 331962
27 0 321132 27 0 451449
26 0 511142 21 • 661346
29 0 650535 29 • 651535
30 0 651535 30 a 650535
31 0 650535 31 • 651535
32 • 511100 32 • 651535
33 • 25,773 33 • 43090
34 • 181027 30 • 211734
35 0 21953 35 • 71041
36 0 11519







40 • 1 40 • 0




43 • •9 43 0 •
44 • • 44 • •
43 • • 43 • •
46 • 0 46 0 0j	 47 • • 47 •
i	 40 • 7 49 • 0
49 • 42 49 • 1•
i 50 • 235 50
• 68










•#lee 53 • 71974
54 It 161859 54 0 161650
ss 6 281569 55 • 27#298
36 0 29,608 56 • 371248
S7 0 43,619 57 0 421"1
50 8 30,359 s0 • 431170
59 6 26,532 59 • 1.31880
6• 0 151269 60 • 241810
$I • 61613 61 • 121330
62 • 21340 62, • 51115
63 • 380 63 0 11596
64 • 127 64 • 354
65 • 14 65 • 51
K 9 1 k a 9
67 0 6 67 • 1
60 • • 60 0 •
69 0 0 69 0 '	 6
74 8 0 76 • 1
71 • e 71 • 0
72 0 • 72 0 0
73 • •
TI74 • • • 0
75 • 0 75 • 071, 0 0 76 6 0
71 a ( 77 • •
72 • • 79 • 6
T4 • 71 79 • 40
v • 359 60 • 339t
a1 • 11332 81 • Wit
02 • 31970 92 • 31244
93 It •oe , ? 03 • 61566
84 • 161338 4 0 111241
65 0 231637 ps 0 15033
06 9 29,114 06 • 140336
07 0 26,749 87 • 101234
6e • 21,127 68 • 141351
49 6 121909 69 • 0,297
9• • 6,424 9t i 31016
91 • a#K0 91 • 914.5
92 a 92 4 $41
03 • 237 93 • lie









A.....ANAL1'flf. ^	 ...... IMJALYfIf..^t
TEST ib1 .T.,rr,.:^... TEfT IOt,^/^w:.L..
DAT[1 ...........».. ORTE1 .... .......,.,.






••S114LEDISPLAY$ ^ ;SINGLE OISOLAYI
OFF I OFF





SEGMIIT S14CLE MLTPLE SEGINIT SINGLE MLYFLE







21 • • 21 • 0
22 • 11 22 • •
23 0 34 23 • 7
24 6 MIS 24 0 341
25 0 1191• 23 6 3060
26 • 11232 26 a 171764
27 • 19132 27 • 43,213
241 • 40#272 20 6 4505,15
29 • 63#1.4 29 0 651533
36 0 65,535 30 8 651335
31 6 651535 31 0 391408
32 6 64174111 32 • 471222
I	 33 0 411527 33 6 290144
34 0 211910 34 8 81697
33 0 91223 35 0 903
36 0 30048 3i 0 45
37 6 782 37 8 0
30 8 201 30 a 8
39 a 31 39 e •
40 e 9 40 • 0
41 6 1 41 0 •42 0 q 42 0 •
I
43 8 8 43 6 0
44 • a 44 • •
45 e 0 41 • 0
46 0 • 46 a A
#	 47 e 5 47 6 2
46 0 It 40 0 30
49 • 144 49 8 306
54 O 757 50 • 1#631
SI 0 20312 51 • 4#756
32 i 60194 52 0 80412
53 0 :20758 53 0 121213
34 0 211765 54 0 180PP3
55 6 990331 35 0 240491
56 a 34#177 56 8 261936
57 0 34.139 57 0 241941
58 0 981454 50 8 21,7)4
59 It 240437 59 8 200834
60 0 160637 68 0 220985
61 0 91746 61 8 200470
62 0 4,541 62 0 11051163 • 11666 63 0 40.14N • 481 64 0 764
65 0 65 65 0 55
64 • 20 66 e 0
67 • 5 67 0 •
60 0 0 60 0 0
69 0 a 69 0 8
70 8 a 70 0 071 0 • 71 0 •
72 • • 72 0 0
73 6 0 73 0 074 6 0 74 0 0
75 0 6 75 a 0
76 0 2 76 0 6
77 0 7 77 0 96
78 6 •e 79 0 674
79 0 447 79 8 20 303
86 0 I#674 00 • 40193
61 a 49412 $1 0 5#546
02 6 0#686 02 a 70070
93 0 1400701 03 0 (3x27304 0 20,8271 N a Ih7711
03 0 22,775 0S • 26/61411
$6 0 221730 64 Y 200:40
07 0 20,000 17 0 200874
re 0 160170 00 • 17#680
at 6 110878 89 I 946i$6 0 6#406 90 • 51325
91 O 301.5 91 ♦ 217!1
92 0 1#140 92 0 19104
93 6 342 13 • 461





4.2	 The lower speed (higher density) 31 Kb /in plot
(Contd)
	
contains wider (larger number of segments) zones
of zero transitions due to better tracking of the
baseline system at low speeds.
BER performance was measured for reference purposes.
Data was taken at both 25 Win and 31 Kb/in with
comparable results. The raw or uncorrected BER for
the 31 Kb/in recording was 1 X 10 -5 for a typical
track, but some sections of tape were as high as
5 x 10 - 5 .general, the corrected BER over the
entire tape length was better than 1 x 10 -6 . This
measurement included two large bursts that were
greater than the correction capability of the
baseline system and indicates that a dual burst
correction. system like that implemented on the
SPOT flight models is in order to mask such errors.
4.3	 high Density Testing
A sample of Ampex 721 tape was evaluated for bit
error rate performance by modifying the baseline
system originally configured for the SPOT feasibility
study. In the modified configuration, the normal
42 track/in heads manufactured by Omutec were
replaced with an 84 track/in configuration
manufactured by Spin Physics.
Nine adjacent tape tracks selected about the tape
center line were used to interface with the data
signal conditioning electronics. A servo clock
required for the reproduce dejitter function was





In the normal mode of tape evaluation, a 12.5 Mbps
(Contd)	 220 -1 PN sequence word is recorded at one of four
predetermined tape packing densities on the nine
data tracks. The data is then reproduced in the
reverse direction and bit error rate verified with
and without error correction. 	 This data was
supplemented with at least one sample of transition
density data for each track at each of the four
densities selected; see Figures 4 through 7.
The theoretical error correction properties are
presented in Figure 8 by three straight lines that
indicate the bit error rate improvement as a function
of single block error events	 (d = 0) or 100% random.
errors	 (d = 1).	 Also plotted is a case where 10% of
a the error events are of a random error probability
E
Empirical BER data was a. ,cumulated by first
optimizing each track for the best TDA display.
Once it was verified that all tracks were optimized,
a recording using a 20 20 -1 PN sequence was
reproduced with the error correction feature
disconnected as a means of measuring the raw bit
error rate.	 Corrected BER was then obtained by
rewinding the tape and making a second pass with
the error correction logic active. 	 This procedure
p' was repeated several times for each of the four
densities selected.
The results of these empirical measurements are also
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------ _..-_.. .------------- -----
_-•----_"_-_•° --^-_ I PRINT MODE t ALL?,INCLE D SINGLE __-_-_'DISPLAY 'TINGLE DISPLAY SINGLE DISPLAY 
^
-	
------------ --SHIIPLE SIZE, 15116 :A1IKE S. t«E 10 *6 SAMPLE SIZE , 104x6 SAMPLE SIZE, 10416 I $IIIGLE DISPLAY,
`	 .-1111T
	 TIME , _NVEC I.EGIUIT 7111E :011SEC: , EG1111T TIME , 2011.EC SEGIUIT TIME , 2011SEC SkIWLE SIZE , 	10x16
PNJLTIPLE DISPLAY. MULTIPLE DISFLHY+ MULTIPLE DISPLAY S MULTIPLE DISPLAY , .ECMIIT TIME ,	2011SEC
I	 iktIFLE St -E I0116 StiMFLE S I _-F 1011; SAMPLE SIZE , 101*6 SAMPLE SI'-E+ 10416 ILTIPLE DISPLAY,









- -_k	 LXX^ , "'--	 - 1'-k;TK5 -_--------------TJ --L^ill1".d -_-,	 -	 ^----	 -- -TK q LAST
. EGHIIT SIIAXE 11LTPLE 3ECMIIT SIIICLE MLTFLE ` EMIT 11B.L IIL	 LE SEGIBIT SUKLE IILTPLE
^IL ,NEEK' ._I1PLE-SWIFLE j11^IIRE_R SiIWI.E WiPLE IK918ER PLE- S.AJ SWIIFLE tNJ118ER-SAMPLE SHIIFLE NUMBER SAMPLE SAMPLE






1 2 22 - -I-
2 23 2 1 23 6 103 23 107 • 23 36 824 5a 50	 , 24 23 25 24 let 767 ` 24 979 Ile 24 400 0
25 847 810	 + 25 473 466 25 1,681 4,666 25 5,498 1+231 1	 23 3,381 0
26 7.1a-0 7.711 26 5.614 3.603	 I 20 10,902 21.000 26 21,399 9,037 26 16,439 0
37 32.:.12 38+:+i2 27 32,335 33-252 27 39,336 57.719 27 55,137 38,786 27 $0,883 0
28 65.535 65-535 28 65,;!35 65,535	 I 2e 65,535 65,$35 28 65,535 65.533 28 65,535 p
29 65.535 65,535 29 65,535 65.535 29 65,535 65,535 29 65,53E 65.;,35 29 65,535 0
30 65.535 65.535 30 65.533 65-535	 I 30 65,535 65.535 1 30 65,535 0,535 30 65,535 0
31 65.535 91.105 31 65,535 65,535 31 65,535 57,643 ' 31 61.253 115.535 31 63,094 0
32 39.'44 20.70.'2 32 27-336 24.311	 I 32 336,786 24.375 • 32 284679 769 32 27,551 B
33 12-501 4+623 33 7.577 5-923 33 13,101 7,675 33 10,280 7,169 33 8,577 8
34 2.63-0 814 34 1,491 1,049	 ' 34 3,348 1,694 34 2,813 i.Z55 34 1.919 0
35 417 105 35 206 Ile 35 607 335 35 619 194 35 265 8
36 49 5 36 14 IS 30 95 46 36 93 23 36 29 e!	 ' 7 0 37 3 1 37 9 4 37 13 2 37 6 8
38 0 0 38 3 0 38 1 0 38 1 8 38
I
0 839 0 0 39 0 0 39 e 0 39 0 0 39 0 040 0 0 40 1 0 40 0 B I 40 0 8 40 8 8
41 0 0 41 0 0 41 0 B 41 0 0 41 0 B
42 0 0 42 0 0 42 1
a 42 1 8 42 0 0
43 0 0 43 0 0 43 6 0 1 43 B 0 43 0 044 0 0 44 9 p 44 0 0 1 44 1 0 44 B 0
45 0 0 45 p 0 45 0 e l 45 0 45i
0 0
40' a 0 40 0 0 "' ° ° 46 0 8 46 0 8
4? 0 0 47 0 0 47 0 1 47 4 1 47 0 B
48 0 2 48 0 0 48 1 15 48 15 2 48 4 0
49 0 14 49 4 6 49 5 61 49 08 l8 49 S 0
50 9 134 50 38 50 50 27 204 50 233 "04 I	 501 79 051 SO 600 51 303 280 51 187 744 5l 795 512 51 292 8
52 579 10908 52 1..244 1.212 52 939 2,074 52 2,267 1.828 52 1,061 0
53 2,532 5.183 53 3.872 3,973 53 3,450 4,908 53 5,419 4,946 53 3,387 0
54 9.264 11.104 54 10.055 10,208 54 9,777 10,771 54 11,473 11,102 54 9,625 8i	 53 24,822 20.596 35 21,449 21.291 53 21,886 .0,258 55 20,545 20,790 SS 210160 p





25,e99 59 39,134 40.252 '	 59 39,369 000 13,509 22,966 60 20-596 21,049 61 90520 12,910 . 00 26,034 2 3,199 60 22 ,607 061 4.258 9-651 61 6,274 8,098 62 3,257 4.908 1 6l 13,689 10,195 61 91027 062 975 31037 62 2,504 2.224 63 873 1,429 ' 62 5,9513 839 63 30793 063 179 738 63 584 408 640 4l86 24 367120 04 117 33 65 26 ,74 1 12265 l 22 65 17 a 66 1 15 63 117 17 65 066 1 0 66 1 2 67 8 1 66 323 4






















0 69 1 1 69 e e

















'	 72 0 0 72 0 p 72 0 0 72 0 8 72 e e73
74
a
0 0 73 0 0 74 0 0 73 8 0 73 0 0
75 0 0 75 0 0 75 @ 0 73 0 0 75 0 01	 6
a
0 76 0 0 76 8 5 76 1 0 76 0 p2 25 77782 1 tS 39 77 9 5 77 1 0



























1,133 ee 616 438 88 248 8























10.248 83 6,247 6,753 83 5,630 0
I	 dS 24,838 ►T.Jd6 84 14.011 12,694 BS 2®,849 15,975 84 11x177 11,813 84 11.188 8



























11,186 88 15.388 17- 346 e9 8, 734 13 226 88 18,494 18,249 88 18,574 0
90 1,958 5 -050 89 8,108 9,255 90 3,937 7.156 89 12,485 10,661 69 10,990 840 3.344 3,b71 91 1,573 3,049, 90 7,826 5.131 90 4,830 8
92 497 1458 92 10?99 1 27^ 92 496 1.0271
91 30129 1-754 ^	 91 I,723 8
3 08 46 93 ill 239
92 1,188 492 92 468 8


















9596 3• 1914 95 29 1 95 4 0 
97 0 0
96
97 • • 96 2 8 96 0 8
98 0 8	 t 98 8 8 a! t O' 99 1 0 9B b 099 8 B
101 0
99 0 0 99 0 0
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_ ----- 1 0-	 _	
-----
fF111Yt^'^;.. -°`+,LL
SINGLE 01$PLAY , - SINGLE DISPLAY, SMt16LE DISPLAY, BI ►IGLE-GIB»PLAT,
SAMPLE SI«E, 10446 =•iWLE SI ZE , 10116 £HMPLE SIZE, 10446 SAMPLEW +SIZE 10106 LEa1MG - V«GtSPLH1 SEGIRIT TIME, 2011SEC SEG1111T TIME , 201ISEC SEGINIT TINE, 2011'3F,C SEGINIT TIK- N41SEC ti IFUE SIX. Wi11MTIPLE DISPLAY, IAXTIPLE DISPLAY , IMJLTIFLE DISPLAY, I'MJLTIF 'LE DISF'LHY- _	 EC









itllE, 2W1^;EC I	 SE.10IT.S;MKE TIME , 201KEC'
11I.I .TIFLE 0ISFLH'1-
OFF
SEGFYIT Tk l-SI ► IGLE T.KfZF►LTFLE wEGINIT
_ TK?
StIM.L PN, =EGIIIIT .II	 kIL	 L^ ^- TP'^ y	
- -
EGI41T `-	 7-L. TI	 E	 Ill , - -IfilmiIT x.17 	 L,,-,T
 ..
II .	 IILTFLE
NUMBER SA11PLE SWOU 111AVER $kIPL.E SHI •IFLE WISER fAlFLE SH! •IPLE WISER SAMPLE SM •IFLE IM. IfUP ;H11PLE	 WIF'LE
---------------------
^ `'^-------e_-_--e -22 -----°2 ---^^ 22 -----^ 22
'a___,_ -f{





	 24 2.219 351
25 5.17725 2,1733 1,599 23 11300 908 ,	 26 14,772 26,002 23 9,3,59 2.721	 1 to26 11,424 10,428 26 9,614 8,168 27 43,422
I	 26 27,413 13,00 %b .0,*81 C,
27 37,294 41,908 27 37, 792 537, 3U., 28 65.333 60,0365-535 ,	 27 '359,92 44 6 +2, ..3.1 V; U28 65,535 65,535 1 28 65,535 65.535 29 65.535 65,535 28 65,533 65.535 28 63,515 C,
29 63,335 63,535	 ' 29 65,533 65,335 ,	 30 65,335 63,335 29 65,535 63.535 29 65-535 030 63,535 63.535	 !• 30 65,333 63,335 31 65,535 59,361 30 650533 65-535 30 65,535 U31 63,333 63,738 31 65,535 05.535 I	 32 39,713 25.150 31 59,202 63,335 31 t-4 417 032 44.835 24,871 32 32x694 29,530 33 16,2,3 8,410 32 29.401 30,319 32 31.198 U33 17.140 7,033 33 11,121 8,747 34 1,556 2,133 33 11.2i$
'•-
10.092 33 11	 166 0
34 i. 0`°Sa 21 35 31 2,797 .1,795 33 1,190 438
34 3 X69 =' 4'0 34. 3 . 1:5 0
356
f
193 to 33 497 30 7 36 188 52 33
817
1
421 33 %00 U 
U37 32 4 7a















38 ,3 1 0
t

















0 0 41 0 0
413 a 0 413 8 0 ^^ s i 43 0 0 a3 0 0
44 w a
4
44 • 0 4546 9a g0 4445 @0
a0 45 8 U





























S0 143 L13 31 388 11030 30 357 '•67
! 5l 190 967 51 533 522 52 1.518 21673 51 1,073 587 51 90 0t
3
52 936 2,861 S2 1,954 1,977 53 4.386 6.297 5.773 .	














































































:;r	 1 61 5.309 10,916 60 23,278 1	 61 11,973 13.383 ,	 50 26,535 S24,3:,2 0
os	 ; 62 1,401 3,833	 , 61 11,236 10.188 62 3,046 6,825 fitI
14,761 I1.E52 6161. 11.8!8 0
63 322 11038 62 4.363 3,.,20 63 1.6&3 2.408 62 6,660 4,391 62 4-466 U
64 53 245 64
lo 481 926





















0 0 66 13l
5
0
67 2 3 66 46 l0 B6 E 067 68 8 l 67 7 4 67 1 06069 • 1a 68 0 0 69 • 8 68 2 0 68 0 0




























































U80 273 725 a0 587 653 79 2so 270
* 81 965 1.759 60 673 638 81 1.637 1,381 66 744 782 792U 111
!14 U




3.860 62 3,927 23,,873442











































22,441 87 20,699 21.331 86 19.196 21.306 4'6 22,553 U68 14,239 18,393 88 13,537 17.320 88 16.108 19,803 87 28,579 21,259 8789 6,826 11,649 89 9,374 10,343 89 18,339 1. 4.835 88 18,427 17.671 Oct
22,6 11



















6,045 85 12,152 0
92 165 763 91 1,929 1,837 92 892 1.800 91 3-925 2.522 9L 2,455 0

































































10t 0 0 100 • • 100 • • 59 0 0 54 0 0




FIGURE 6 1 ORDINAL PAC';: IS
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-w-- PRINT HOOE+	 ALL
4 SINGLE DISPLAY+ SINGLE OtSFLAY + IHCLE DISPLAY + INGLE-O-S _SPLAY- 
60PLE SI-E+ L01t6 SHMFLE SIZE , 	10tt6 SAMPLE SIZE+ 10116 SAMPLE SIZE+	 I0tx6 SINGLE DISPLAY+
##11 SECnNT TIME , 2011SEC SE'UNIT TIME , 2014SEC SEWNIT TIME + 20NSEC SEGIIHT Tit%, ZONSEC SAMPLE SIZE+	 10116i MULTIPLE OISFLAY , MULTIPLE DISPLAY- MULTIPLE DISPLAY , MULTIPLE DISPLAY- SECINIT TIME+ 20WEC
f4iPLE $I.-Es I0t6 SAMPLE SI^E-	 10t16 SAMPLE SIZE+ tOt16 SAMPLE SIZE,	 10t16 MULTIPLE DISPLAY,




TK5 LXK ' TK7 alt8
-
7KH LAST
EGMIIT SINGLE MLTFLE S EGtNIT TK3 LT^^SI11GLE MLTF'L SEWT S114CLE MLTPLE ISWNIT .S'^IGLE IN.TPLE 6EGMHT SINGLE 11LTPLE
Wmt;Ek SMIPLE SHMFLE !-UMBER SAMPLE SAMPLE HUMBER
-------















23 208	 76 1	 23 343 2,524 31713	 e03 23 10330 0






24 9,653	 2x859 24 5#435 0
25 `7,784 3,817 25 25 9,783 18,57! 23 21,148	 9,144 23 14,907 0
26 21#776
 19,554 26 20.022 15,343 26 23,479 38+814 1	 26 4e#599 24,627 26 33,280 8
27 45,263 49,226 27 48-036 4.1.810 27 58#636 64,664 27 63,08°. 52,227 27 59,019 0
28 63,535 65,535 28 63,535 63,535 28 65,535 65,535 I	 28 65#535 65.533 28 65,533 0
29 65,535 65,535 29 65,535 63,335 29 65#535 63,535 29 53,535 65.535 29 63,333 0
30 65#535 63,535 30 65,535 65,533 3(!
I
65#333 65#533 30 0,5,535 65,333 30 63,535 a
31 65#333 636535 31 65435 65,535 31 63#333 53,408 31 '54#269 65,535 31 6e#598 e
32 48,259 35#289 32 778,393 36#476 32 43#352 31,200 32 32.798 37-196 32 36,087 0
33 24,676 14.1712 33 16468 !3#856 33 22#002 14#143 33 16-771	 16,450	 I 33 17,443 a
34 10,524 4 #418 34 5,906	 4,036 34 9#429 5.26t 34 7486	 6,842 34 7447 a
33 3,770 1-061 35 1,648	 9ZO 33
I
3,087 1,590 35 2#493	 1#834 35 2#308 a
? 36 1,169 221 36 372	 144 36 077 427 36 821	 489 36 675 a
d 37 382 27 37 54	 23 37 204 90 37 244	 93 37 148 8
38 105 3 38 11	 2 38 30 13 36 45	 17 38 32 8
39 29 0 39 a	 0 39 6 1 39 21	 3 1 39 7 0
40 11 a 40 0	 0 40 2 a 40 6	 8 40 1 0
0
41 a 0 41 0	 0 41 a a
421 4 242 8 42 a 6 42 1	 0 42 0 8
` 43 1 0 -13 0	 a 43 0 a 43 a	 a 43 8 8
_ 44 0 0 44 0	 0 44 0 2 44 3	 0	 1 44 0 0E	 e 45 8 2 45 4	 0 45 e e
6 46 0 4 46 a	 6 46 a 16 46 17	 4 46 3 0
47 8 15 48 48 49 4246 20 78 18 29	 18 13 174 160. 	 112 4 8
499 278 49 114	 97 49 68 459 49 423	 339	 1 49 173 036 50 407	 425 30 284 1,017 58 Lo041	 988	 1 50 310 a
s 51 888 2Yl?9 51 /,213	 1-538 5l tool! 2,209 51 2#339	 2,146 51 1,373 a
52 2#601 4,429 52 3,097	 3,498 32 2#771 4,530 52 4#726	 4#563 52 3#408 0
33 7#023 8,375 53 6,828	 7,350 33 6#313 8,017 53 6,445	 8,631 53 Toe. 0
54 14#917 14.347 54 13,539 13,981 54 131458 0,237 54 13#982 14-997 34 13#688 8
55 2 7#301 22#426 53 23,507 23-512 55 230111 28t844 55 21,108 23,0!32 55 21,932 8
So 39422 32,148 56 35,063 35,345 56 33,951 8#772 56 28,689 31 # 8184 56 310881 0
37 45.890 39 I	 57 42,463 43.9P2 57 41,008 34#976 37 34.337 38,335 37 39#003 a
58 43,205
:450
41#334 +	 58 42,844 44,197 38 41#456 37,029 58 36,395 481142 58 40#188 8
59 32,409 35#186 59 34,705 34.725 +	 59 34,963 34,287 59 33o10Pr 34#679 39 33,470 8
I	 60 19.668 24-613 60 23.259 22.218 68 24,961 271449 68 26,373 24,376 68 23#782 0
I	 '61 9#465 14.137 61 13,099 11,417 61, 14467 18,533 61 18,aal ,14#303 61 15,728 0
62 3,933 6#673 +	 62 3,947	 4-602 62 7,532 10,511 62 11,066	 7,379 62 8,182 6
63 1#314 2#659 63 2,254	 !#648 63 3#113 5#036 63 5#790	 3,097	 I 63 3443 0
64 389 879 64 732	 439 64 1#144 2,046 64 2,608	 1,151 64 1,344 a65 216	 He 63 343 '	 714 65 1#018	 333 65 439 0
< 66 233 2668 158	 23 66 69 231 66 326 	 100 66 113 8
} 67 a 11 67 t0	 4 67 14 58 67 113	 19 67 20 0
68 2 68 a	 0 68 1 17 68 23	 7 68 3 869 a 8 49 0	 0 69 0 4 69 a	 It 69 a 0
78 0 0 78 8	 0 70 0 0 70 4	 0! 70 0 87t 0 8 71 a	 o ,.	 71 • a 71 a	 9! 71 0 8
72 1 0 72 a	
a
72 8 2 72 a	 8 72 8 a
73 t 0 73 8	 1 73 a 1 73 1	 0 73 0 8
74 2 0 74 a	 a 74
1
a 7 74 4	 3 74 l 0
1 75 4 5 73 3	 2 1 13 73 19	 8
7 23 76 21	 it 76 12 48 76 65	 36 6977 41 89 77 61	 45 i	 77
7 6
51 111 77' 123	 183 77 8
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lo421	 1#286 Be 10179 1,220 80 1,343	 1,597 80 1,014 0at
2,128 20759 at 20845	 2#698 81 2,698 21095 at 20505	 2,838 at 2,049 0
82 4#653 4,772 82 3#408	 5,646 82 5,028 3o85a 82 40278	 5,090 82 4,870 0
83 8#672 7,564 63 9,037	 8,504 ,^	 83 81726 6,305 1	 83 6,613	 7#783 83 6,988 8
84
64
14,17♦ 11.198 64 14#014 13,308 ,	 64 13,397 9#348 84 18,033 11,959 89 15,0373 05 19,E70 15.476
+	
85 18,158 17-847 !	 65 17,152 12,835 63 13,389 15,602
86 21,635 18,715 86 PO- 189 20,619 06 19.331 15,960 86 16,086 18,127 86 18,4E12 0
87 19,683 19,0,2 87 19,038 19.742 87 18,382 17,481 87 17#26 t8.263 87 19,2'13 8
!!t OR 13#226 16,769 88 14#976 13,802 88 150323 16o973 06 16#251	 1' #30968 89 170103 a
a 89 9,631 !2,1 40 89 9,987 10.393 89 10,762 t4,397 89 13,542 1'1,902 89 12,955 a90 4,993 7#634 90 3,480	 5,598 `	 99 6,464 10,338 98 90909	 7,560 98 8#333 a
91 2,081 3,918 91 2,709	 2,381 91 3,331 6,362 91 60273	 4,077 91 4,538 0
1
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	 t-062 1	 92 to462 3,584 92 ' 3,362	 1,695 92 21180 0
93 258 7[ 93 382	 334 93 607 11671 93 1,750	 763 ,	 93 919 0I	
94 60 203 94 140	 83 94 175 666 94 775	 274 94 323 8
95 14 57 93 29	 13 '	 95 57 237 95 299	 861 95 96 8
96 3 15 96 4	 4 96 21 77 1	 96 109	 23' 96 31 0
97 0 2 97 0	 0 97 2 17 97 38	 3' 97 11 9
98 a 0 98 0	 8 98 a 8 96 6	 1 99899 8 0 99 8	 0 99 0 8 99 2	 1 0
100 a 100 0	 0 +	 100 0 a 100 1	 0 108 e 8
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i 25 90.907 01328 25 8,911 6,952 25 13,484 23,609 25 23.609 13#110 25 194736 0
I 26 26,649 23,666 26 24,595 21,000 26 29#393 43#963 26 42.502 290297 +	 26 381336 0
27 50,384 52,353 2? 50,099 40#772 27 52,152 64x105 27 60.247 53.528 1	 27 59. VA 0
28 651575 65.335 28 65,535 65,535 28 65,535 63.535 28 £5.535 65.535 28 65,^M 0
29 63,535 63.335 29 65,535 65#535 29 65.535 65,535 29 65.533 63,535 29 #;-1535 0
30 650335 651333 38 63,535 65#533 30 650533 65,535 30 65,535 95,535 ,	 30 65.535 0Ij
31 65#'535 65.535 31 65,535 65,535 31 651535 51.327 31 52,908 64,434 31 57,311 0
32 44,234 34,605 32 41+951 40,568 32 43#121 31.146 32 35,136 38.817 I	 32 36,532 0
33 23,156 14.405 33 20,455 18#286 33 23.331 16,312 33 20,158 19.183 1	 33 15,648 0
34 10,108 4#656 34 8,222 6.728 34 18,653 7.130 34 10.240 8,097 34 8.672 0
35 3,657 1,183 35 2#806 1#97? 35 4,160 2.725 35 4,415 2183E 35 3.30? 0
I 36 11161 24Q 36 743 498 36 1,501 882 36 11693 861 36 1.066 0k
37 333 35 37 191 100 37 459 259 37 634 241 37 286 0
36 98 5 38 28 12 38 112 52 38 207 41 38 81 0
39 32 0 39 6 6 39 31 14 39 41 10 39 12 0
40 4 a 40 l • 40 5 2 40 12 , 9 N41 i 0 41 a a 41 3 1 41 4 0 4042 0 4
1	
42 a 0 42 0 9 42 1 0 42 a 0
43 0 0 43 8 0 43 0 1 43 4 0 43 0 044 R a 44 0 6 44 a 3	 ^, 44 16 0 44 0 0
45 a 2 45 0 1 45 a 0 45 1 1 i,	 45 1 0
=' r; 46 8 9 46 1 4 46 a 42	 i 49 38 13 46 8 Q
47 6 25 47 17 23 47 • 97 47 131 53 47 14 Q
48 12 114 40 52 98 48 7b 256 48 296 192 48 51 0
!,	 { 49 54 468 49 238 312 49 154 626 49 636 483 49 374 (1t 50 241 1#181 50 667 674 S0 448 1,317 50 1.406 1,345 1	 50 70 01	 51 840 2#613 51 1,732 2#137 51 10253 2,626 51 2.686 2,848 51 1.972 0
52 2#613 5.163 52 3,968 S.. 64 52 3,201 4#829 52 51316 51358 52 4,026 0
53 6,568 90965 53 70989 8.901 33 1.847 8.268 53 8x733 9.146 53 7,781 0
1 54 140381 14.63? 54 140352 15,077 54 130363 13.206 54 13,736 151132 54 13,848 0
^i 55 25,272 22,267 53 23,242 '2x,611 55 220101 19,258 55 190618 22.671 w
































+.	 * 59 33,655 34,306 59 33,734 33,467 59 34,662 32.993 59 31,173 32.562 59 33,915 0h' 60 21,644 24#759 60 24,492 23.791 60 25,889 27,387 60 26,629 24,796 60 26,353 0	 +
61 11,421 14x715 61 15,203 14,076 61 16,410 20.057 61 20.417 15,750 61 17,357 0
62 4,892 ?0474 62 7,533 70081 62 9,049 13,200 62 13.474 8 . 678 62 10,203 0
63 1,834 30268 63 3,699 2,955 63 4,316 7.278 63 8#268 4.233 63 4.557 0
64 393 1,217 64 1,534 1.082 64 10808 3.607 64 4.355 1,838 64 2,173 0`
63 128 .. 408' 65 459 369 65 704 1,499 63 20226 666 CN5 1	 767 0
66 38 8? 66 135 55 66 209 618 66 524 250 66 259 0
67 8 ,27 6T 38 99 67 66 193 67 388 72 67 75 0
68 3 •4 ., 66 3 4 6a 17 40 68 121 18 68 14 0
69 0 1 69 1 a 69 2 21 69 50 2 69 1 0
78 a 0 70 a a 79 a 5 70 t8 2 70 8 0
71 0 a 71 a a ?1 a 8 71 6 a 71 8 0
72 72 8 0 72 a 2 72 2 Q 72 0 06 73 2 73 10 l 73 1 074 a 3 74 2 M 3 9
3 25F 75 13 33
75 15 16 75 6 28 75 75 12 0
76 31 37 76 32 79 76 116 68 76 43 0
x( 77 48 165 77 129 915 77 81 972 77 264 194 77 112 078 132 370 78 345 317 78 246 427 78 534 448 78 218 0
79 385 846 79 692 761 79 620 888 79 959 530 79 593 080 930 11703 1	 88 1,806 1,638 60 1,394 1,513 80 1,766 1.793 80 1,246 0
at 20285 20923 8l 3,209 3,190 81 2,694 2,534 81 3,825 3,214 81 2,401 082 4,713 4,816 82
I





976 92 1,832 10812 92 2#279 4,698 92 4,867 2,628 92 3,071 093 824 751 93 977 2.678 93 21852 11290 `	 93 1,509 0
^!y
94 18 3929 4 306 269 94
379 1,20 94 1,467 482 ,	 94 629 0¢{ 1 3 95 90 65 95 149 518 95 698 194 95 218 0105#
i
96 9 20 96 32 21 96 43 225 56 305 66 96 62 0
97 1 97 to 2 97 if 63 97 129 24 I	 97 14 095+ a l1 98 9 •	 a 98 1 24 98 61 S 98 l8 8I 99 a a 99 a 7 99 12 3 99 3 5
lee a a in a 2 108 11 8 100 1 0lei
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4.3	 As shown in Figure 8, the widest performance variation
(Contd)	 occurred at the highest packing density of 33.6 Kb/in
and is most likely attributed to the poor TDA response
observed for TK6 and TV at this density (see
Figure 7). Even under this condition, the BER,
improvement was well over 10:1. Lowering the density ►
	
}	 to 24.8 Kb/in yielded a sign-,ficant performance
improvement. For instance, at the 24.8 Kb/in density,
the corrected BER improvement over the 33.6 Win data.
jumped from 10 to 187 with a raw bit error rate
improvement of only 4 to 1.
It should be emphasized .here that the data presented
in this report is not intended to demonstrate the
	
_.	 ultimate but only to indicate the generic performance
trendsfox high trac,.k density configurations.
In essence, BER histograms generated from each tape
sample under test would exhibit unique signatures; but
in general, it is concluded by this evaluation that
there would be few tape samples yielding
	 w b'
rl 	 p	  el ing a raw it
error rate better than 1 x 10-5.
These observations do imply that some algorithms for
error correction are in order for ultimate guaranteed
BAER performance.
Using the tape quality discussion above as a given, it is
obvious from the test results obtained to date that a
more powerful error correction code would be in order
for BER improvements in excess of 100 to 1 when the tape
packing density exceeds 25 Kb/in. However, this task
is not out of reach with present code technologies






























RAW BIT ERROR RATE
Fig. 9 Performance Estimate for Reed Solomor
Double Burst Correcting Code
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4.3	 the predicted results of a double buret error
(Coned)	 correcticn concept used on the final SPOT recorder
configuration. In this case, a raw bit error rate
of 10-4 based on 6 - .1 would yield a 1.5 x 10-8
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PARAMETER IDIMI	 UNIT	 1 SPEC TO L PARAM '
D
I A I 0FGrFr	1 ELO TO
FACE RADIUS 8 1 INCH	 4!" DO Lt u&kj ION RE-4
a -- I MIL	 I	 /, t
GAP LENGTH ►-	 MICROINCH t.	 . TRANSFORMER C
TAPE WRAP DEGR EE TA






_ MAX OFIN TEREST
a TILT S I ^"4X
AD DRIVER YOU
AMLCAA*CNT
GAP SCATTER NCi QCI r MAX REPRO OUTI
CORE	 YPE WAVELENGTH FOI
CORE T',P COkSMVgg ovia L CURRENT SET
i C:U7WKT RISE ?! TE nM1NATION
WtUTH I	 1	 SL ^-"
* DEPTH H INCH i . 900 /MAx
GAP V, TO
1 "NCH .28I =.00 ►' MOUNTING
MOUNTING SURFACE K
KHI L IW.H
M G teU1 E M IN. t.^,S
MTG HOLE N IN Oi .loo t.009




KROINCH LO 1 REF
w-us II I xno.
o.A P•P 19 I t;r7,




TAPE CTO BASE T INCH .317 REAK
&ASE TO TRACK I U IN?i t. ac
TO TRApC 2 V INCH
BAS TO 7RACX D W INCH aH
I 4 1	 nASr TO TRACK 4 1 X INCH 2 L 7
[,r
tlASE 10 1 HA--K 11	 I MH I IW.;K	 HZ D	 ,w•
B Q SELF-LESOED CONNECTOR ( SUPPLIED BY ODETI CS):
WIRE COLOR CODE IS PER MIL-STD-W, SYSTEM 1,
PART NO. WALL BE ONE OF T1E fMI MIND.
A,	 DSit",c-.68K5-U.5	 MOE IKKVt
	 %495
D.	 095-9615-1035 (MCDM1-37W-15,0) 	 CME IDENT:	 SM
C,	 DSM ?KM5.15.0	 CODE IBM:
	 944S
TRACKS HAVING CalKlN CWZCTOR PINS ARE INTEICMCTED
INTERNAL TO HEAD, {T 8 0)
PERFORMANCE DATA SHALL IE MEASURED PER 3.1,1 OF 5450041.
1 TEST DATA BASED ON AMW 7+1 TAPE AT 1, o IPS.
5. CORE 6ROUKDING:
	 THE FERRITE CORES SHALL BE ii011W TO
THE CASE BY USING SILVER CONDUCTIVE EPDXY OR OOETICS
APPROVED EQUIVALENT, SILVER EPDXY SHALL IM BE USED
EXCLUSIVELY FOR SECURING THE CORES,
MA INDICATED SURFAM PER MUICS' STD 59100000-4 WITH
MT 10 . 94 06 ol", MANUFACTURERS NAME, AND SERIAL ill,
ALL ELECTRICAL PARAMETERS, 01IENSIONS AND TOLERANCES
INDICATED IM THIS O U ARE MEASURED WITH THIS SURFACE
A ASTAC)ED TO A ftK INFINITELY STIFF IN STRUCTURE AND
FLAT TO A MX OF S U60T BANDS WNER VAMENT LiCREWS
ANE TO0 03 42.5 - 3.5 IN-LIS.
2. EAD 'CNAIAC'TFRISTICS TO BE IAATED WITH BEAD AM IN
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TM mis. an #no "" im0.r "s &i(1+wi•d by wd is w* pew !y
of OOCTIM w- w MAW b rww w"w 0 Im to ow JmbP
61"" lwwftvw+L OOCTICS W. wwwws rR I.wn+l'+w wAq. ruim
w, •W, poftd•ewwf w F"w"am" r4m •w,wn.
RECORD HEAD CHARACTERISTICS 	 ^I
	
MECHANICAL	 11	 ELECTRICAL DATA TRACKS	 L
PARAMETER DIM, UNIT ISPEC TOL lil PARAMETER	 IUNIT ISPECITOL
ANGLE	 A (DEG REE 	10	 MI N I1 SHIELD TO CASE RESISTANCE HM i 12 i U."
FACE RAgIU S i INC	
1,1
0If INSULATION RESISTANCE	 AAEGOHMI 60 1 MIN
TIP DEPTH	 1 - iMIL	 1 1. • +- t
GAP LENGTH - IMICROiNCIi I 2 :: 'A•f TRANSR'KMER CROSSTALK :	 JS	 i H C) I MIN
TAPE WRAP C (DEGREE f DATA	 LOWEST	 I	 KH	 + 1 MIN
TAPE TENSION D OUNCE	 I	 Z4 f FREQUENC I	 HIGHEST I	 M H2 ;Z, I MAX
AZIMUTH E MINUTES ( MAX SHORTEST WAVELENGTH J C REPOF ARC	 1 OF INTEREST
MINUTES HEAD DRIVER VOLTAGE	 1 VOLTS ' !1 *2 %
TILT F OF ARC
	




!9 A ,	SI L
WAVELENGTH FOR
CURRENT SET GG /QBFcoRJ: rip CCFbiR.^i sofa
+ i
^
1 r CURRENT RISE TIME	 I	 AS I T	 I MA 
TERMIN ATKIN -^' 	i
WIDTH G IINCH 62 -:1 o
DEPTH H INCH DO MAX +
MOUNTTINGOSURFACE INCH .251 *.Vol
MOUNTING SURFACE K
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TRACK WIDTH	 A MIL	 I S	 'F 0.7




TOBASE	 T INCH	 17 REF
	
TO TRAC K I'IU INCH	 4D! .0007
 
KASE TO TRAC 2	 V (INCH 	3
	
E.1SE TO TRACK--' IW IINCH	 .2555'
	
BASE TO RACK 4 1 X IINCH	 785
	
TBASE TO TRACK 5 1 Y INCH	 . 5015=
F
ASE^OTR/iCK	 Z INCH
NSE Tp TRACK 7 CC INCH7
	
 
BASE 1 0 TRACK 8 EE IINCH	 OS
B A SE TO TRACK 9 iFF (INCH
	
145 	 -n C  10 GG 11NCH	 6 6- 0.07
	
^4C'T L W~f TRJA AA INCH	 03	 001
	
Bf •L10 OUMMT TABE INCH	 0 t .001
	
EFCEClIv1 DOMMY




	 CODE IS PER MIL-STD-681, SYSTEM 1.
PART NO. SHALL BE ONE OF THE FOLLOWING:
	
A. DSRzMH5-18.0
	 CODE 1DEMT: 54455
8. 045-%85-3035 (MCDM1-37PGD7.18.0) CODE IDENT: 98271
	
C. DSM37P6H5-18,0
	 CODE IBM : 54455
	
®	 TL= HAVING COMIUON CONNECTOR PINS ARE INTERCONNECTED
INTERNAL. TO HEAD,
	
©	 PERFOR!WCE DATA SHALL K MEASURED PER 3.1.1 OF 5450001.
TEST DATA I&ASED ONAMPEX 799TAPE AT 60 IPS,
	
5.	 CORE GROUNDING: THE FERRITE CORES SHALL BE GROUNDED TO
THE CASE BY USING SILVER CONDUCTIVE EPDXY OR ODETICS
APPRM EQUIVALENT, SILVER EPDXY SHALL. NOT BE USED
EXCLUSIVELY FOR SECURING THE CORES.
w E i	 ®	 PARK INDICATED SUAPACE PER ODETILs' STD 590D=4 MITH
PART N0,5VOOD t-I, MANUFACTURERS NAPE, AND SERIAL NO,
I	 A&	 ALL ELECTRICAL PARAMETERS, DIMENSIONS AND TOLERANCES
INDICATED IN THIS SPEC ARE MEASURED WITH THIS SURFACE
ATTACHED TO A KA E INFINITELY STIFF IN STRUCTURE AND
A	 FLAT TO A !AX OF S UNI IAIIDS MEN ATTAOKKI SCAM
ARE TOM" TO 2.5 - 3.5 III-IJIS.
lI	 2,	 IM CHARACTERISTICS TO IE MATED WITH WA WAD INi	 r	 KLONMNCE WITN SPEC CONTROL NO. 3W /BONG
APPUWLE lfUENTS, ODETICS, IK, SPEC CM11101.
:lowwt` SKS= Am 5K50002.
MNL UNUM 0110.lrN0[ ' mvrc om
-
N
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MATERIALS OR PARTS LIST l
MISS OT"I
	 SE 7/CCNIEO - CONTRACT NO,
- r
ow".AiK 0 MIWCS •	 A N A H E I M
(m ,^A+,tts am" ke/ C g kC_	 CA I I F G R k J A r I	 ^;
1..T--.----- fw mms z	 i roc omcao ^'
MGM 	 Iyu DES" HEAD, WRITE, 10 DATA TRACK5,
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PARAMETER DIM UNIT ISPEC
D	 A	 A a	 I
FACE RADIUS
	 B (INCH	 !
TIP DEPTH	 — IMI
GAP LENGTH
	 — MICROlNCN R
TAPE WRAP	 C IDEGREE
TAPE TENSION	 D IOUNCE









	 - MICROINCH 6-0 MAX INDIVIDUAL GAP
CORE	 TYPE FERRIT E
ORE TIP CONSTRUCTION SOLID /9L.FE5ld.
TERMINATION TERMINALUSECO 206561
WIDTH G INCH G 2 ,'^
DEPTH H INCH .boo MAX
GAP
MOUNTIING SURFACE.' J INCH
MOUNTING SURFACE K
HEIGHT L INCH Gab' 7 . 0 1
MTG HOLE M INCH S t.00r
MTG HOLE N INCH joo r.00?
C	 MTG HOLE P INCH 2 a.00S-
EFFECTIVE
	 DATA R MIL (,I	 TRACI,	 WIDTH :t. 7
EFFECTIVE	 DATA




 TO BASE T INCH .,31 REF
BASE TO TRACK I U INCH i.oec
BASE TO TRACK V INCH Z
















TAP DRILL X DEPTH SHOWN2-56 UNC-2B XJB MIN FULL
THD 2 14OLES
® TEST DATA WD a AMPEX 7 1"TAPE AT c 0 IPS.
5. CORE 6ROINDING: 	 THE FERRITE COIrfS SHALL K POUNDED
TO TIE CASE BY USING SILVER CONDUCTIVE OW OR WIGS
ArP100 EQUIVALENT. SILVER EPDXY SMALL NOT DE USED
EXCLUSIVELY FOR SECURING THE CORES.
	 .
n4 MARK INDICATED SURFACE PER OOETICS' STD 5900000-4 WITH
PART 10. FN 16 oSS #. MANUFACTURERS NNE, AND SERIAL NO.
ALL ELECTRICAL PARAMETERS, DIIEXSIEAS AND TOLERANCES
INDICATED IN THIS SPEC ARE MEASURED WITH THIS SURFACE
ATTACNED TO A PLANE INFINITELY STIFF IN STRUCTURE AND
FLAT TO A MAX OF 5 L16KT SANDS MEN ATTALINENT SCREWS
ARE TORQUED TO 2.5 = 3.5 IN-.LDS.
2. NEA OMRACTERISTICS ARE TO K FATED WITH WRITE NERD
'IN ACCORDANCE WITH SPEC CONTROL NG. 5g010 SS
m APPLICAILE fOC11ENTS:	 ODETICS, INC. WC WITNOL
SOCIDENT 5450001 in StS000T,















































	 =,A WPM	 HEAD, READ, 11 DATA TRACK,
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HEIGHT	 INCH	 Y' o/MT
	 M	 INCH	 +8,005'
MTG	 HOLE
	
N	 INCH	 • /0o	 It- 003
C	 MTG HOLE	 P I INCH	 ,oi5EFFECTIVE
	
DATA	 R	 MILTRACK	 WIDTH	 G	 t.7
i 3	 TRACK T S ICING A	 5 MIL	 a 3	 REIN'
TAPE i TO BASE	 T	 INCH, 3!	 F
T	 TR	 K	 2	 V	 INCH
64SE TO TRACK	 I	 U	 INCH	 o	 •e 7
SASE TO TRACK 3






	 HEAD	 CHARACTERISTICS	 1
MECHANICAL	 ELECTRICAL: DATA TRACKS
PARAMETER
	
FAR UNIT	 SPEC	 TOL	 PARAMETER	 UNIT	 SPEC TOL
A	 MiN	 PIM TO !79 9! AWEInMAX
FACE RADIUS
	 8	 INCH	 It.	
t
* 0f	 949-LATION RESISTANCE 	 1	 TO




	 /13'	 t 4.S
	
TRANSFORMER CROS ALK	 dB
	 9 G	 MM
TAPE WRAP	 C DEGREE	 T	 PEAK OU	 LEVEL	 W	 6'o	 MIN
APE TENSION	 0 OUNCE	 t	 AeIOMIL
	 J8	 - /B	 I'2
AZIMUTH
	 E OF ARC
	
A	 MAX	 OUTPUT AT	 682MIL	 is	 -1
MINUTES
	
h REL AT  VE	 7► n J MIL
TILT	 F OF ARC
	
I	 MAX	 TO PEAK	 jt, s p MIL	 - 7	 _
s	 AUL	 -	 'GAP SCATTER
	









ORE Ti/ CONSTRUCT	 'SO4/O ./t.FE S/G	 AZMAUTH MfSALIGNMEWT
TERMINATION	 TERMINALS USECO 206.581	 OFIiN EREST	 ^0	
MINSORT W	 'LENGTH	
wjovi^
WIDTH	 G I INCH	 64 -
DEPTH	 14 114CH	 .Goo	 MAX




BASE TO DUNMY TRACK A 	 AA	 INCH	 103	 .00 I





TEST DATA MSED WAMPE rA -7"TAPE AT 601,S.
5.	 GORE 6R MDING:	 THE FERRITE CORES SHALL NE ROMBED
Ell 
	 .
TO THE VISE IT NSING SILVER CONDUCTIVE EPDXY OR METICS
APPRfIrED EQUIVALENT. SILVER EPDXY SNAIL NOT K USED
EXC1ttSIVELY FOR SECIIRING.TNE CORES.
MAX INDICATED SURFACE PER ODETICS' STD 590000D4
 WITH
PART 110.F9180F0, RIANDFACTUNZ NW, AND SERIAL LID.
ALCELECTRICAL PALVIETERS, DIIENSIONS AND TOLERANCES
INDICATED IN THIS SPEC ARE IEAS:IRF:D WITH THIS SURFACE
A	 • ATTAC U TO A PUK INFINITELY STIFF IN STNUCTIIRE ANDFLAT 10 A W OF 5 U6147 NANOS MIEN ATTACHIENT SCWA
W 70000 TO 2.5 - 3.5 IN-W.
2.	 NEAD'OUIRACTERISTICS ANE TO K MTED WITH WRITE HEAD
1N ACCORpIINCE WITN Vu CONTROL 14, rq "' 6 '066
AMI.ICNIU lOaIExTS, WT1CS, IMC, SPEC CNNM
oplw 51161M m SoO012.
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RcoD w,	 lotwr►frwMC Mo.
LIST Of MATERIALS OR PARTS LIST
=S. —M EN IWI	 CDKM4CT NO,	 ANAHEIM
Vouxvcu CALIFORNIA	 A
"VZTMK!t J im *
	cl"*az==
HEAD, READ, 10 DATA TRACKS,
M"Cl'" M,	 WIDEBAND, Vq IN. TAPE, EVEN,
	
"u O1G	 LEFT HKWD MOUNT
a&
MM m	 ww MD.. an m
wo mumva" zrj I,	 Ira%. AllsomLy,	 i"K	 E D, 32964	 5 418 0 5 6, #4
